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12 April 2005

Dear Sir I Madam,

I am writing to you about the notification requirements of Part 2 of the Sexual
Offences Act 2003 (the sex offenders register) and a Court of Appeal
judgement which has altered our interpretation of the law. You may already
be familiar with the issues and applying the effects of this judgement.

You will be aware that the Home Office has previously advised that any period
of extended sentence (s.85 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act
2000) should not be considered when assessing the period of time that an

- -- ~offender will have to comply with the requirements (known as the notification
period). We also advised that periods of extended sentence should not be
considered when assessing whether or not a sentence threshold listed in
Schedule 3 to the 2003 Act has been met. This advice was provided in
accordance with the decision made in the Court of Appeal in the case of R v
Graham S [2001J.

However, in the case of R v Wiles [2004J, the Court of Appeal held that the
decision in R v Graham S had been made in error.

In summary, the Court of Appeal in R v Wiles found that the term "sentence to
imprisonment or detention" is not properly defined in legislation but that s.76
of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000 defines "custodial
sentence" to mean "(a) a sentence of imprisonment .... ; (b) a sentence of
detention ... ". Therefore the term "sentence to imprisonment or detention" has
a very similar meaning to the term "custodial sentence". Bearing this
definition in mind, s.85 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act,
which provides for extended sentences, makes use of the term "custodial
sentence" and states that (my italics):

"the court may p"asson the offender an extended sentence, that is to
say, a custodial sentence the term of which is equal to the aggregate
of-
(a) the term of the custodial sentence that the court would have

imposed if it had passed a custodial sentence otherwise than
under this section ('custodial term'); and
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(b) a further period ('the extension period') for which the offender is
to be subject to a licence and which is of such length as the
court considers necessary ..."

Le. "a sentence of imprisonment or detention" is the same as a "custodial
sentence" and a "custodial sentence" equals "the term of the custodial
sentence" plus "the extension period".

Therefore, where we previously understood that 6 months imprisonment plus
6 months extended sentence equalled 6 months imprisonment for the
purposes of the notification requirements, R V Wiles [2004] has the effect that
6 months imprisonment plus 6 months extended sentence equals 12 months
imprisonment for the purposes of the notification requirements.

We would advise that for so long as R v Wiles remains in force, courts and the
police should abide by the effects of the decision. Essentially, this means
that any period of extended sentence will need to be considered when:
• calculating the notification period under s.82 of the Sexual Offences

Act 2003, and
• assessing whether or not a sentence threshold in Schedule 3 to the

2003 Act is met.

I know that many courts and police forces have been aware of this issue and
have already been applying the effects of this judgement. This letter is
intended to encourage those who have not been aware of R v Wiles to make
sure that they have applied the effects of this judgement from at least 1 April

2005.

Finally, it is important to remember that the wording of the provisions
for extended sentences under sections 227 and 228 of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003, which came into force on 4 April 2005, makes clear
that in the case of such sentences it will be the whole term that matters
for the purposes of the notification requirements.

Yours faithfully

c~~

Matthew Laxton
Sexual Crime Reduction Team
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Use this table to calculate the length of time offenders are subject to the notification
requirements.

He will be subject to
Where the offender: the notification

reauirements for:

Is sentenced to life imprisonment or a term of 30 months Indefinite
imprisonment or more

Is admitted to hospital subject to a restriction order Indefinite

Is sentenced to imprisonment for public protection under Indefinite
section 225 or 226 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003

Is sentenced to more than 6 months but less than 30 10 years
months imprisonment

_Is senten~ed to~ term of 6 months imprisonment ~r less 7 years -

Is admitted to hospital without being subject to a restriction 7 years
order

Is cautioned 2 years

Is given a conditional discharge
The period of
conditional discharge

Received any other disposal (such as community 5 years
punishment or fine)

If the offender is under 18 at the time of conviction/finding or caution the notification period
is reduced by one-half of that period.

The above periods apply from date of conviction. Where a disposal threshold exists for an
offence before the notification requirements are triggered, the date of conviction for
notification purposes is to be the date on which the disposal condition is met (see Table of
Qualifying Offences)
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